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qhis paper is dealing with the case of restoration process in postwar parajevoI related to slow term
restoration approachK
Contemporary approach to preservation of built heritage requires multidisciplinary interactionI team
work of scientists of different branches in order to make valorizationI preservation and usage of
heritage on proper way and optimization of the interventionK
qhe best way to preserve a historically valuable building is if you can make the house owner be aware
of the values of the buildingI that he gets the needed knowledge how to maintain it and that he is proud
of being the ownerK
qhe use of traditional craftsI techniques and materials that are facing the threat of extinctionI is one of the
important elements in the process of the built heritage protectionK A full understanding of the structural
and material properties of the building is required in conservation practiceK fnformation on the structure
in its original stateI on the techniques that were used in the constructionI on the alterations and their
effectsI on the phenomena that have occurredI andI finallyI on its present state is essentialK
qhe uniqueness of historic structures requires the organization of studies in precise steps that are
similar to those used in medicineK qherapy should address root causes rather than symptomsK
jain goal of management plan is to set up the conservation and development dimensions in relation to
sustainabilityK bach intervention should be in proportion to the safety objectives setI thus no actions
should be undertaken without demonstrating that they are absolutely necessaryK
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jonuments are precious things that must be respectedI and altered as little as possibleK qhese
observations could lead to contradictory decisionsI at times accepting a higher degree of risk in order
to avoid or limit changes to the original conceptK qhis conscious respect for tradition stood in the way
of eliminating the risk of collapsingK
qhe best way to preserve a historically valuable building is if you can make the historical heritage
properties owner to be aware of the values of the buildingI see to that sheLhe gets the needed
knowledge how to maintain the building and that sheLhe is proud of being the ownerK
ft is also important that the building is used and that it is used in a way that respects the historical
values of the buildingK
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NKNK Contemporary interventions in historic centre of parajevo
Bosnia and eerzegovina holds a unique position in buropeK Country that shares its history with the
testern Balkan and jediterranean buropean countries has been recognized as a bridge of cultures
between bast and testI with its capital parajevoK lur efforts are focused on improvement of
architectural rehabilitation of the Bosnian capital parajevoI a city with very long traditionI in order to
attract investor’s attention to realize that spirit of life lies inside the heart of the old downtownK rntil
recentlyI conventional education for architects and civil engineers provides little or no guidance for
maintenance and protection of existing buildingsK A huge number of historic structures are still being
damaged by nonprofessional treatmentK
All historic buildings have undergone several modifications in their lifetimeK qhese modifications
were alternating performed with periods of relative inactivity and negligenceK qypicallyI minor repairs
were carried out periodicallyK jaintenanceI renovation and modification are usually performed
occasionallyK qhere is of course a constant pressure to some values and contributions that heritage
makes to societyK qhe loss of historic urban tissue of the old town in parajevo happened during the last
warK qhe old town suffers from preconceived notions of what a structure in the old town should looks
like and this paved the way for the spontaneous “uncritical regionalism” or nostalgic concepts that
seem to lack the strength and credibility of their argumentsK fn order to be evaluated as appropriateI
a contemporary intervention should meet the following criteria asW physical protection of a historic
building or complexI including conservation and restoration actionsI active preservation of a historic
building or complexI incorporation into the modern urban matrix and permanent useK qhereforeI it is
necessary to perform appropriate revitalizations and interpolationsK ft is also possible to conclude that
the contemporary interventionsI like interpolationI have mostly contributed to the urban dissonance
and degradation of the historic coreI changing the essence and integrity of the historic heritage of
parajevoK qhe historic heritage from the AustroJeungarian period is endangered in two waysK cirstI
according to oegulation plan from NVTR it has been planned elimination of almost the entire old
building complex from the historic coreK pecondlyI it is also endangered by physical elimination of the
parts from the wide area of the historic core in order to free space for the contemporary interpolationsK
qhe level of the common cultureI knowledge and consciousness about the necessity of protection and
preservation of the historic core is very lowI as well as the competence of most architects involved in
decision makingK iongJterm inappropriate contemporary interventions in the historic core of parajevo
that cause ambient and urban disproportion have been happeningK aegradation of the historic heritage
manifested through disproportional structuresI inappropriate solutions and forms of the modern
architectural building changing essence of the historic coreK
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qhe restoration of heritage properties is dictated by needI useI and available resourcesK peveral people
with a range of specializations must be involvedI in particularW the investor or occupantLbeneficiaryI
architects and town plannersI civil engineers from various specialist backgroundsI primarily structural
and geomechanicsI surveyorsI geologistsI conservers and restorersI archaeologists and art historiansK
bach of these will have hisLher own view of the solutionI particularly as regards the prioritiesI extent
and order of the necessary worksK
qhe investor’s aim is to achieve the desired objective at minimum costI particularly when there is to be
a change of use from the original use of the propertyI for example into a catering establishmentI so as
to recover the investment as quickly as possible and to make a profit thereafterK
qhe architect indubitably plays the leading roleI usually also acting as project design and implementation
coordinatorK qhis means that heLshe will be expected to have extensive and comprehensive knowledge of
the wide range of problems involvedI and will bear the greatest responsibilityK
By the nature of their workI conservers and restorers are involved as required once a detailed project
has been drawn upK Art historians must also be involved in defining the projectI since the artistic
valorization of the building or ensemble depends on their professional opinionK
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puccessful realisation of any task assignedI including the reconstruction of damagedI or neglected
buildingsI requires methodical approachK ff we are considering buildings of culturalJhistorical heritageI
methodology of their reconstruction is set in more strict form than the one of ordinary buildingsK
OSPS

Table N cramework methodology for restoration
investorLmanager of the propertyJ project task
draw up project documentation Eselected design companyF
review
selection of contractor – guarantee
implementation
supervision
investor

project designer

technical inspection of completed works

Confirmation of this statement could be found within the legal regulations whichI underlying the
importance of culturalJhistorical heritageI specifically define what kinds of objects these areK
ptarting from the assumption that a valid detection has been preformedI including the detection of
building damages and defined cause of itI and considering buildingsD functionEsFI it is possible to make
a decision on measures to be taken in order to restore buildingDs functionsI or in other words to make
a decision on their future statusK qhere follows a framework methodological approach to the
implementation of restoration works on heritage properties or groupsI which will be developed in
greater detail at a later stageK
Table O Analogy health and structure
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prevention

properly designed project

pathology

structural damage

examination and diagnosis

detection and diagnosis
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conservative

repair

radicalLaggressive

reconstruction

noneLno treatment

demolition
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Along with implementationI this is the fundamental and most complex task regarding to the restoration
of built heritageK Compiling the project documentation entails a range of activities that underpin the
concept on which it is basedK
oesearch or preparatory activities form the starting point of this range of activitiesI the most important
of which includeW
– Bibliographical researchI an indispensable component of the preparatory activitiesI providing the
project designerEsF with the initial data that enables them to create a picture of the buildingI as
true as possibleI and the historical background of the property up to the present dayK
– lbservation of the current condition of the building and its surroundingsK peveral separate
observations must be carried out jointly with all major participants in the compilation of the
project documentation and with each individual team memberK
OSPT

As has been demonstrated in practiceI the first impression may also be the final impressionI and hence
any omissions or oversights will have an adverse impact on the completion of the taskK
ft must therefore be comprehensive and thorough eKgK it must cover the following areasW
– oegardless of whether there are any earlier drawings of the buildingI a detailed survey of the
entire building is essentialI along with its immediate surroundingsK qhese geometric data must be
very accurateI to avoid the need for additional surveys at a later dateK qhe surveys should record
and describe not only the details of the siteI but also all damages observedI deviationsI sagging of
the interstorey structures etcK
– As a ruleI this requires not only the removal of the outer cladding or even of parts of a wall to
determine the depth of cracks but alsoI if there is any suggestion of subsidenceI exacavations
around the building or to the depth of the foundationsK
– qhe bearing structure of the building must also be accurately identifiedK bven at this early stage of
investigative works it may prove necessary to secure certain structural elementsI or even the
entire buildingI to prevent it from collapsingK
– blements that need reinforcement or conservation can be identified during the initial visitI and
measures can immediately be made to take the necessary steps to facilitate the loadK
– ft is very important at this early stage of observation of the building to determine the type of
binders EmortarF used in the masonry structuresI together with other structural connectionsK
ft should be obvious that all this must be carried out with the greatest attentionI accurately and
systematicallyI since the dataI and any works carried out at this stageI form the basis for drawing up
the project documentationK lnce all relevant data have been collectedI work may begin on designing a
renovation projectI which must conform to all current standards for the drafting of project
documentationK qhough at first glance it may appear to be unnecessary or insufficiently accurateI the
preliminary level of observations and collecting data is in fact the most importantK
ln completion of all these operationsI the expert group either adopts an internal resolution on the need
for further detection and diagnosisI or agrees that these preliminary findings are sufficientK ff the latterI
work can proceed on drafting the project documentation for the elimination of the damageK
qhis documentation shouldI as a ruleI includeW
– all the necessary drawings and plans of the building in the found conditionI with the position of
each instance of damage marked and specified by typeI along with a written descriptionI
– methodology by which the damage would be eliminatedI
– a bill of quantities and estimated costs of the works to be carried outK
qhe first visit may be regarded as a preliminary surveyI the primary level of detectionI since it is very
common for further inspections to be requiredI which also take one to a higher or secondary levelI
intended to obtain additional relevant informationK qhen againI as will become clearI the preliminary
level may be regarded as the basis for conducting the nextI secondary and tertiary investigationsI if it
should prove necessaryK Common to both levels are additional detection and expert diagnosis of major
damageK pecondary diagnosis is more challenging than preliminary diagnosisI since it is based
principally on accurately identifying the properties of the building materials and checking the quality
of constructioningI particularly details of joints and connectionsK
qhis type of diagnosis is particularly necessary in the following casesW largeI wide cracks in the
masonryI extending into the basic building material EeKgK brickFI and deviations from the vertical in the
case of wallsI pillarsI piers etcK
All these and similar features suggest the need to take samples and conduct laboratory testsK A proper
judgment of the causes of major damage can be formed only once all these activities have been
completedI including particularly all laboratory testsI and thereby the proper way to eliminate itK ff all
the activities listed above fail to produce satisfactory answersI the diagnostic process is raised to
a higher levelK
ft should be said right away that the tertiary level is required only in exceptional cases of damages to
outstanding buildings of which the stability has been undermined or which are sinkingI as well as
where there are series of major damages to a number of buildings on the same siteK
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A maintenance program is a support for the ownerLcaretaker of a historically valuable building
and the daily maintenanceK ft describes “that to do and eow to do it“ and ft shall be done and
revised by a professional architect in cooperation with the ownerK
OSPU

RKNK mreservation
qhe use of traditional craftsI techniques and materials is one of the important elements in the process
of the built heritage protectionI contributing to its adequate protectionI restoration and conservationI as
well as maintenanceK qraditional crafts used in the restoration of historic buildings were facing the
threat of extinction and that they should be supportedK A full understanding of the structural and
material properties is required in conservation practiceK fnformation is essential on the structure in its
original and earlier statesI on the techniques that were used in the constructionI on the alterations and
their effectsI on the phenomena that have occurredI andI finallyI on its present stateK
RKOK Bie experience
qhe development of the maintenance programs is not integrated in protection regulations of Bie legal
systemI where maintenance programs are recognized as needed only as a part of the management planI
namely for the applications for the torld eeritage iistK
RKPK oisk janagement
aesigners and investorsI guided by building legislationI design standards and the construction zoneI
need to decide on the acceptable risk level and thenI bearing in mind the costs involvedI to select a
method of achieving either full hazard avoidance or an acceptable level of hazardK qhe following
sections deal only with the issue of the hazards of the action of seismic forcesI wind load and land
subsidenceK aesigners will also use their judgment in determining the level of protection against a
given hazardW the cost of protection as ratio to the probable losses arising during one such incidentK
fn many casesI it is uneconomic to erect a building that will be immune to extremesW earthquakeI
high windsI fireI etcK cull provision should be provided against hazards with a high probability of
human casualties or extensive economic lossesK oelevant factors on which the cost of seismic
prevention depends are the seismic localityI local ground conditionsI the type of structureI and
normative aseismic designK
qhe basic aim in designing seismically active structures is to ensure continuity of the vital functions
within the buildingI prevent human casualtiesI and reduce damage to a minimumK qhe earthquake load
to be taken into account at the design stage is based on the selected recurrence periodI which need not
necessarily coincide with the maximum potential intensity of the earthquake expected to occur in the
given areaI and one must be certain that at that intensity of designed load the structure will not
collapse and will suffer only limited damageK
mrotection can also be introduced at the design stage of such structuresI adhering to the criteria of
aseismic design such as determining the level of seismic riskI the choice of alternative design
techniquesI following generally accepted principlesI and taking a view on the expected impacts in
zones for which there are no officially verified seismic parametersK
qhe structural engineers are requested to expertly balance between safety and required duration of
a facilityI respecting original conceptions and following the philosophy of minimal interventionK ft is also
necessary to perform accurate estimation of capacitiesK fn order to accomplish a new satisfactory safety
levelI it is obligatory to take into consideration extent and type of planned interventionK Causes of
collapses of ancient facilities are various and they range from insufficient tensing capacity of walls via
insufficient continuity of wallsI “economical aspect” of original constructionI level of technical culture of
that eraI “extended” duration of the facilityI mistakes made while creating the original designI to
inevitable tearJandJwear processI especially in wooden and some types of stone elementsI etcK
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qhe primary requirement of the ultimate limit state design procedure is that the structure has adequate
strength to resist and remain stable under the worst probable loads during its lifetimeK
qhis includes all critical load combinationsI augmented moments from secondJorder deflections EmJΔF
plus an adequate reserve; study all critical members whose failure may lead to a progressive collapse
of part or the whole structureK
SKNK Types and identification of damages at built constructionsI classification
aamages of built constructions are classified into two categoriesW
NK damage of structural elements and nonJstructural elements
OK damage of main support system
OSPV

Table P Categorization of built structureI on the basis of identified damage level
Category
cirst

aescription of damage level
cacilities with extensive roof damagesI demolished chimneysI large areas of cracked plaster on
walls and ceilingsI as well as numerous cracks on partition walls and smaller cracks on support
wallsK

pecond

cacilities with damaged roofsI partition wallsI gable wallsI deformed support elements on roof
constructionI and cracks on reinforced concrete postsK

qhird

cacilities with serious damages on their roof constructionI postsI partition walls

courth

cacilities with their constructional elements damaged

cifth

cacilities with totally damaged constructional systemK
Table 4 Classification of damage to masonry buildingsI according to bjp

drade N
drade O

kegligible to slight damage Eno structural damageF
eairJline cracks in very few wallsK call of small pieces of plaster
joderate damage Eslight structural damageF
Cracks in many wallsK call of fairly large pieces of plaster

drade P

pubstantial to heavy damage Emoderate structural damageF
iarge and extensive cracks in most wallsI roof tiles detach

drade 4

sery heavy damage Eheavy structural damageF
perious failure of wallsI partial structural failure of roofs and floors

drade R

aestruction Every heavy structural damageF
qotal or near total collapse

SKOK ptructural assessment of historical masonry buildings
mroblems encountered during structural assessment of historical masonry buildings can be listed as
followsW great historical and cultural valueI aim to preserve aesthetic and cultural valueI demands of
modern structural codesI new structural element to be addedI materials to be used insted of ancient
materialsI especially seismic codes and last but not list construction methods and procedures now and
in a pastK
ko actions should be undertaken without demonstrating that they are absolutely necessaryK
bach intervention should be in reasonable ratio to the safety objectives setI thus keeping intervention
to the minimum to guarantee safety and durability with the least harm to heritage valuesK
there possibleI any measures adopted should be “reversible” so that they can be removed and
replaced with more suitable measures when new knowledge is acquiredK there they are not
completely reversibleI interventions should not limit further interventionsK
qhe collapse of masonry structures under earthquake effect of earthquake actions and characteristics
on collapse mechanisms can be simulatedK pimulation of full scale masonry structures up to collapse
includesW methodsI constitutive models and as a last step validation of the modelsK
Collapse analysis can be used as a flexible and powerful tool to assess the vulnerability of historical
buildings under earthquakes and to choose the right structural measures for retrofitting if necessaryK
fnterventions have to be regular and uniform on the structuresK qhe execution of strengthening
interventions on limited portion of the building has to be accurately evaluated and justified by
calculating the effect in terms of variation on the stiffness distributionK ppecial attention has to be paid
to the execution phaseI to ensure the effectiveness of the interventionK
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Cultural heritage are immovable and movable objects and groups of objects of importance for society on
account of their archaeologicalI historicalI sociologicalI ethnographicI artisticI architecturalI urban and
technical or other scientific or cultural valuesK qhe restoration of such buildings is dictated by needI useI
and available resourcesK Coordination is therefore vital and the team in charge requiring a leaderK diven
the nature of the problem and the need for the widest possible overview of all the needs and requirements
involvedI the team leader should be an architectI and must be able to make independent decisionsK
OS4M

qhe entire process of drafting a study on renovation or restoration is not completeI of courseI until the
causes of the building’s deterioration have not been identifiedK ft is essential that these possible causes
be carefully identified and analyzed in order to avoidI or preventI a repetition of the mistakes that led
to the present condition of the buildingK qhe repair and strengthening of historical monuments should
be carried out without introducing any changes or strengthening of the main structural systemsK jany
monuments and buildings are today a masquerade of realityI the results of artI nature and history
combinedI brings us towards the question of what we are trying to achieve through their continued
preservationK
lne of the most significant elements of character is the sense of placeI which may be perceived
particularly through designI form and colorI the spaces and relations between buildings and the users
of buildingsI all of which combine to produce a distinctive spatial and visual qualityI helping to
distinguish one place from another and create local identityK A sense of place conveys meaning to the
individual about his or her position in the environmentI and allows identification with a particular
placeK fn considering the factors which contribute to the character of an areaI it may be argued that the
retentionI rebuilding or replication of particular facades may play an important role in the conservation
processK lne important dimension of the urban conservation process is the aim of keeping intact
townscapes that people understand and can relate toI where the cues and meanings are clearK qo have
meaningI townscape must be recognizableK
oevolution in constructionsI initiated by use of new building materialsI resulted in the discontinuity of
knowledge transfer about dominant constructional method of that time – masonryK qhis knowledge
and toJthen experiences were lost during the timeI owing to the fact that the method was based upon
empiricismI no written records or data is available on this issueK
qhe dilemma about the method for damages elimination is as old as human participation in buildingK
qhis statement is supported by the lack of a general consensus provided by scientific and experts’
sourcesI which concerns methods for elimination of damagesK bvery effort should be made to conform
to heritage protection requirements in the choice of materials and the preservation of traditional details
of the original structureK bvery intervention results in certain changesI causing further loss of some of
the buildingDs authenticityI which means that one must be extremely cautious when deciding on
preventive interventionsK qhe risk of possible impacts Eusually from seismic forcesF on the building
under consideration must be taken fully into accountI and only then should the decision whether to
intervene or not be takenK
qhe best way to protect built heritage is in fact to ensure that they are kept routinely maintained and
inspectedK By this it is meant that they should be checked to ensure that no cracks Eor any other
damagesF have appeared Ecracks are invariably a sure sign of adverse changes to the propertyFI that
any existing cracks have not become largerI and that there are no signs of falling masonry or other
building materialsI water penetration and so onK fn this regardI maintenance may be classed as
preventive and correctiveI with the use of modern measurement and warning aids to assist in early
diagnosis of possible changes to the structureI and the mechanical maintenance of existing equipment
in the buildingK
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